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Prelude

We are never entirely what we appear to be. Some hide
themselves for fear of their own weaknesses or the raw intimidations
of honesty. Some simply do not know themselves well enough to
know what to be. Some nurture their well-meaning deceits for the
desire for acceptability by those most dear to them. And, there are
times and places where honesty is fatal; and, we hide our truths in
precious pockets of our inner self. There are times when we love so
much that real honesty is a jeopardy to the most precious things
and people in our lives.

In the grand mystery of our existence there are truths beyond
the comprehension and acceptability of our species. Such things
would only be the demise of those tenaciously holding a belief that
secures the fragile souls that fear the awesome reality of our
existence. The least compassionate stab at the heart of this human
fragility. Yet, it is for the poet to only hint at such things, entice
the minds of those most curious and less fearful, bend the spectrum
of our consciousness in ever so gentle ways.  Why?

Because a true poet is also a lover….a lover of life and the life
of all who live; and, this despite the irritations of our littleness.



These writs are for those who may look ever so cautiously into
the quantum nature of nature, the intricacies of what we truly are,
from what we have become and to what we will become.

Clay Howard



1

Yes, I Remember You

Yes, I remember you.

It was in those early wisps

Of consciousness,

Long before the galaxies

Made order of light

Within the dark mind

Of an awakening god.

And, within such a gods’ dream

There came those countless lifelettes,

Like a long misting rain,

Scattered in whimsy

By the slightest breath

Of a breathless wind.



2

Yes, I remember you.

It was at first light

Among the abyss of the cosmos

When we had just awakened

To our own reality,

Like sweet children rising,

Stretching their new forms

In the early dawn.

You were a golden child

Full of lifes’ laughter

Enchanted by each wonder

Of each moment,

Eager for flight through dimensions

As though a bird among the clouds.



3

I, too, was sconced with vigor,

Dashing onward to the unknown

In search of a wordless destiny;

Yet, I recall that moment

When our new souls touched….

The pause, the unspoken pledge

‘                            To meet again.

Yes, I remember you.

It was in the early seas

Of countless planets,

Dashing about in schools of fish,

In the communes of mammoth whales,

The harborage of nesting cliffs

As faithful fowl.



4

I recall your warmth,

Nestled in borrows

Through long winter sleeps

And our transcendences

Beyond the body,

At play in regions sublime and kind.

We have raced on hoof,

Both lean and free,

Across prairies of grass

And grazed in meadows

Lush with Spring sprouting.

We have touched and played

As long familiar friends.



5

Through the expanse

Of time and space

We have come together,

For lifetimes, for brief passings,

If only for one assuring moment,

As if to share the gatherings

Of our unique journeys.

And, now you find me

Among the beaches of stone.

I have waited in the sun,

Laid silently in the rain,

Traveled the fury of rivers,



Adrift, with faint visions

Of you somewhere along the way.

6

There have been risings

In my deep, silent moments,

Above and beyond the mortal vessels,

And you have come to me

For a tender touch of mind.

We have wept silently

Then vanished from one-another.

Yes, I remember you,

My timeless friend,

As we meet in our early autumn



As creatures profound and delicate.

Our presence heals our absence.

My heart is awing

And the moment is a gift.

7

I am humbled by your presence,

Intent upon our transience,

Just as a flowers’ bloom

Is a seeds’ grand journey.

And, in blends of mystery,

We are fragrant gifts to each other,

Making consummate what each knows

Is the grand purpose of our journeys.

I offer you myself, unconditional,

Harmless, and without price,



Without restraint of reservation,

Unabashed, and with gifts.

8

I offer you love and freedom,

Goodwill unbridled and gentle,

As a timeless friend

I offer you priceless things….

Walks in warm rains,

Admiration of your souls’ light,

The serenity of moonlight swims,

Silence while napping

In soft Bermuda grass

In the warm sunlight.



I offer the friendship of attention,

Focused upon the depth of your words,

A steadfast shoulder as you weep.

I offer you good cheer

9

As you challenge yourself

And good humor in your failures

And successes.

I offer a wind when you want to fly,

An anchor when you feel adrift,

Patience when you are out of step,

A warm blanket when you are cold,

A consoling hand in sickness.

I will joyfully follow in your whimsies



And lead when you want a guide.

The true course of things is endless.

10

We cast our time upon the endless waters,

Each a drama melancholy sweet,

Heroes and heroines unrelenting,

Merely passing on to the next chapter.

In its’ course and plot

There is one certainty….

Our paths will cross again

And, yes, I will remember you.

On Who Begets

On these the lands

Where vortexes lay



About mounds and hills,

On these the sites

11

Of mother earth

Foliaged crowns its’ lows and heights,

Both magnificent and morose

Tapestry, green menageries,

Pillowed in cellulose.

Pondering its’ magnificence,

Souls of earth

Question their significance

With eyes of quiet doubt,

Unknowing of themselves,

If they see from within or out,

Perceived, forgone, their wit



Perceives the universe

From the wants and likes of it….

Not knowing if life begets form

Or form begets life

12

or neither is begotten…..

Each pending on the other

Like magic on illusion,

Like the old light

Of a long dead star, soon

forgotten.

Perfect Wine

These the wines, these the brews

Distorting lines and hiding clues



To each changing corner of time,

Bending on the sonnets’ rhyme,

Until broken, like a glass,

The measure of our values pass

13

Into truths fermenting in the nude,

And we are challenged with the task

Of sipping life in illusion

Or allowing truths’ intrusion.

Another round, another drink

Of the grand solution

Until all seems the perfect truth

With a perfect blend with which

to drink.



Renewing

On these the days

Of winters’ last sigh

The wind regains

The fowls’ polar aim;

14

And men look up

For signals of sky

Telling too well

The viral regain.

From roots to bugs

To galactic tilt

The wake, the urge,

Groans upon the vein

Of lifes’ sweet need



To be rebuilt;

But not assured

The act is sane.

15

The Troubles of Night

There was a brief time, he thought,

No dreams, recollections, come to him.

He slept.  Awakened rested, well.

Now it’s Menopause, they say,

That makes him stalk the night,

Vigil all-night cafes, sit alone

With thoughts he cannot tell;



Knowing, with heavy chill and shudder,

The decades have not distanced yesterday,

Nor has he moved with all this traveled miles.

16

He does not fear tomorrow, even death;

Only himself, his nature, complexity,

His ‘other one’ who leads him to the past

Where a meatless face awaits and smiles.

And, he has come to know it is not his guilt.

Long ago he forgave his naïve youth.

Too broad, too ruthless the minds’ eye sees

The fraud of power, desperate illusions

Of platitude, the lies mankind tells itself,

The frivolity of confusions.



17

A mind in each hand, each lying to the other,

The humans’ search for worth

In all its’ tragedies.

And, he sees himself as one, the same,

But hungry for a blind, simple ignorance,

Envying the simple joy of simplicities.

Yet, paralyzed by the ruthless truth,

A truth unwilling to set him free

As though truth is his punishment

And simple joy would be complicity.

18

He walks quietly into the human course,

Thinking himself unseen, a desired fragrance!



Then, carrion, unwrapped flesh of children,

The grown adorned in the suffering of day.

The rattle of the dying, vomit and bowels

Scattered on the earth, in his face and hair,

He awakens, rapid hearted, short of breath,

But a cup of coffee will sooth and sway.

19

The streets are quiet….an empty sight.

He relishes its’ silence, the sleeping

Neighborhood, and smiles at himself

For making a wish upon a solitary star

That all those sleeping

May have the wish they wish tonight.



The Great Pretender

You see his smile and mellow way.

Note his eyes and what they tell.

Listen to his jest and words of wit

And you will see his silent rage.

He has been too much too soon.

20

Looked into the soul of man,

Knows the act, scene and stage.

Born upon a sign too high

He sees the human soul too well

And to be of his great play of fraud

He has become the great pretender.

I recall



I recall when the river was blue

Before we painted it green.

I recall when the sky was blue

Before we made it shades of gray.

I recall when bugs were few

Before we made them healthy.

21

I recall when the forest was silent

Before we pumped in sound.

I recall the great long rains

That could not wash the ground away.

I recall the grand flocks

Of migratory birds.

I recall the timbered thrash of deer

And dark swarms of bison herds.



I recall a land rich and pure

Before it was stintched and poor.

I recall many things

Before the human touch.

22

How to Read

Look close into the words of writ

In slow resolve of soul.

Each is the heart of all

And makes the meaning whole.

In matters of the single word,

Among the mundane and sloth,

The power lies in thoughtful relish,

Like a soothing sip of broth.



Without the slow assemblage

Of every word and dot

The depth is not within

The manner of the thought.

23

To have read is not knowing

Or to perceive in not light.

To quote is not wisdom

And to see is not sight.

Within each line a spirit dwells

And between each line a god;

So those who pass in nonchalance

Do not receive the nod



That touches the comprehension

And awakens the inner mind,

To the raw intentions

Embedded in each word and line.

24

Feel the pulse and texture!

Stroke its’ silken skin!

Touch the vivid spirit

The words are hidden in.

Be aware.  The word is quickened

By the mind from which it comes.



Know some are full of life;

Yet, there are lifeless ones.

Know the difference!

That’s the foremost need

In the art of comprehension

And knowing how to really read.

25

Hail the Course of Fantasy

What is sobriety

But when our Hyde is Jeckeled?

And what is whimsy

But when our sight is speckled



By fantasy…most impetuous….

Daylight dreams….infectious.

What are dreams of open seas

But that inner rhapsody

Of grand curiosity?

Hail the course of fantasy!

In the life of every child,

A time for a mind gone wild,

26

Shaking loose the regiment

To let the imagination vent

Those things of possibility,



Those things of probability.

All grand invention

Was once fantasys’ intention,

A peek into universal mind,

Where one never knows what we find.

27

A Mans’ Commonality

Do you know our mind



And can you feel our heart?

Surely, to sense our commonness

Is not a heavy art.

We are much the same on earth

Wherever we may be,

Whether at the furthest longitude

Or when you are sitting next to me.

‘

As you, my life is hidden

In the manhood of our race.

As you, my tenderness

Lies beneath a rugged face.

28

I know you look upon your children



And feel the bloom of pride

That wells the flow of tears

And you turn your face aside.

I know those long, lonely nights

You’ve paced upon the floor

Wondering if you’re doing right

And what you’re aiming for.

As you, I’ve labored in the soil

And hurt through every inch of bone

Then endured the aches through the night,

Sitting up alone.

29

Just as you, I love quiet meadows



And warm grass in autumn time.

I love Spring and Autumn colorings

Along the timber line.

I have felt the majesty of mountains,

The grand expectation of dawn.

As you, I love to walk

In the early morning fog and balm.

There is no finer smell than a babys’ neck,

No softer touch than its’ cheek.

No greater anger than to see the strong

Impose their will upon the weak.

30

Just as you, I admire the old,

Delight in their earnest smiles,

And wonder at the wisdoms



They’ve gathered from their miles.

I know you see hungry children

And the torment in their eyes.

I know you weep inside for them

When you hear their timid cries.

We both know within ourselves

What a better person we should be.

We both know how difficult

The challenge can really be.

31

Yet, in this, our day,

Our very breath is shared

And the destiny of our posterities



Depends on how we really cared

For each others’ dignity,

The sacredness of this sweet earth,

The manner we applied ourselves

And given our moments worth.

As you, I have looked upon the landscape

Of this vast humanity.

As you, I have felt despair

At our vast complexity.

32

Yet, as you, I know the real solutions

Are in each mans’ resolutions

Not in politic or policy,



Not in the rule of theocracy.

Our peace is not in paper

Nor in grand platitude.

Our peace is not by persuasions

Or by tribal invasions.

Our peace is in the knowing

The grass is not greener

Across the fence.

This common wisdom is our defense.

33

Our peace is in pursuit

Of love within each man;

And, this is the tool



That lies within each heart and hand.

Our peace is in priority,

Diligence with real needs

And lifes’ wholesome barter

Intolerant of greeds.

Our peace is in making paupers

Of those in theocracies

And making true servants

Of those in bureaucracies.

34

Our peace is in no hesitation

In the interruption



Of those of law or any man

Bent on corruption.

Our peace is in making this planet

Our priority and chore

By taking from it less

And giving more;

Yet, knowing nothing is lost,

All returns to the earth.

It is in how we use it’ and allow

for the Mothers’ rebirth.

35

Our peace is in learned minds



In our posterities,

Cultured in goodness

And humbled vanities.

Our peace is not in complexity;

Rather, in the unraveling

Of our opulent vanity

And demanding our simplicity.

And, to whom will we turn

To meet these ends?

It is only you and I, my friends,

And the resolve of countless men.



36

The Morning Milking

On to the day!

Charge the light,

The early dawn!

Eye the fog

Caught by early light,

Quickened and gone.

Spy the critters’ trek

Of shakened dew

Across the meadow grass.

Listen to the crane

Wing the winds’ rush



As it lumbers past.

37

Hark the birds’ early song,

Full of rest,

Eager for the day.

Spy high the hawk

Poised in flight

For earthened prey.

And in the valley

A tenored bell

Clangs amid the hue.

Whether heaven or earth,



For soul or chore,

The cows’ bell tolls for you.

38

Blue Bird Among the Peach

Blossoms burden the limbs

That adorn the clean-cut trunk

Sprouted amid the lawn.

And in the quiet world

Of waxed green leaves

And pink laced bloom

There sits a breast lush

In orange-redish tint….



A Bluebird among the peach.

An early yellow moon

Is guarded by a single star

Leading the starlit cascade

39

And as the breathless evening,

Still as the corner streetlight,

Rests the Bluebird among the peach.

Limbs now lean with heavy fruit,

Painted yellow and pink,

Straining for the lawn of green.

Thin clouds frame an orange moon



While violet trims sunset clouds

Etched in fine yellows

And clothed in lovely blue,

Serene among the limbs,

Is the Bluebird among the peach.

40

If I Could

If I could lay me out

Across the sky

Or manage the oceans’ voice;

If I could sing in the night

The songs deep in my mind,

Or be the awakened soul

Of an April greening;



If I could I would.

I’d lift the sun

So gently,

Crowned in morning splendor,

Lay it down in splashing

Amber sprays.

41

I’d polish every star

To its’ finest furbished shine,

Lay in the morning valleys

In suspended rivulets of fog.

I’d sooth the land-locked torment

With the oceans’ mellow roar



And delicately crest the evening tide

Along its’ ragged shore.

If I could I would.

42

To Sing in a Quiet Way

In silent ways I’ve sung

The songs of creation,

Listened to its’ mystic tune

And hummed along in harmony.

A solo once became a duet,



A trio, a multitude,

And the resonance of the universe

Builds and bonds each interlude.

I have left my body

Lying peacefully

Under the walnut tree

And sat in the honeysuckles’ bloom

Its’ aromatic tune,

43

The sound of smell,

Lifts me to a swoon of gaiety.

I wait among the fresh hatched Robins

And elate at their mothers’ prey.

In the meadow I ride the bees’ back



And bathe in the blossoms’ bay.

I follow the worm in its’ tunneling.

Its’ peristaltic toil

Keeps time with the rhythm

In the rocks and soil.

I swirl about

In the clouds’ rings.

I gather its’ mist

44

And make faces of old kings,

Of chariot warriors,

And mythic curse.

I stretch out

Against the blue-lit universe.



One cloud clashes with another

And I race to the earth

In the lightenings’ veer.

I catch a fractured ray

From the sun

And travel its’ glancing path

Across the atmosphere.

The constellations hum,

Each a different pitch,

45

As I flash through their boundary.

One note, then another,

Until a song is sung,

A full, melodious serenade



Of exquisite revelry.

Then the pause,

That awesome pause,

Of passing interlude!

Of one universe to another…

Of new dimensions to be pursued….

Of new brilliant colors,

Of new polarity, resonant symphony!

Of new and beautiful sonatas,

Endless, echoing through infinity!

46

Oh Ulysses, you vagabond indentured,

Your tale is the demeanor of subtlety,

The tale of mans’ dreaming

Of some grand adventure.



To that beyond the walls of life

Lived in soil and stone

The awareness is wordless

And known alone.

There is no audience.

It is an intimate interplay.

The speechless destiny

Is known in a quiet way.

47

A Good Final Moment

Fine lines of white and gold

Fray on the roughened edge

Of a Sycamore leaf



As it silhouettes the sun.

The tree flaunts its’ stalk

From the silt and loam

As a riparian creature,

Delighting in the design it’s done.

It canopies, with random foliage,

The creatures of the stream,

Like teal and cranes and bream

Nestled in its’ naked roots.

48

Sycamore, arbor of the river,

Meshing of the rivers’ boundary,



Flashing its’ silver under-leaves

Above the cress and cattail shoots.

And he settles on a rock,

High above the lazy valley,

Among the gangly cedars

And limestone and slate.

Here he managed through the years

To be his own king,

To rule himself in mellow thought,

To know his mind and contemplate.

49

The river winds in its’ crevice

And glistens through the trees….

A hue of fog deepens the valleys’ greenery



And cushions the timber.

If only he could somehow die

And this scene be in the eye

Of his timeless mind

As if it were all to remember.

Far below he could see

The kingfisher scour the rivers’ edge

The dart in coarsened steps

Among the schools of shad.

50

“Some folks are born”, he thought,

“and others are planted here.

Some are born in laughter



And others are melancholy sad.

Some are blended in humanity

And others in the loam of earth

As though a germinated birth.

Some are measured in coins

And lists of what they have;

But others see only the way they lived

To be the measure of their worth.”

51

So he reasoned and decreed,

As king of this view,

That he was proper



In his eccentric solitarity.

He could not have managed

As a shad in a school,

A nameless, spontaneous identity.

He was now tired and too at peace to live.

Such was his resolve

And fashion of his will.

Perhaps in the stone, the river,

The glisten of the sycamore,

52

The kingfisher and valley dew

Lies his memory still.



The Difference

Oh, the early days,

Not so long ago,

When we had our way

And the days were slow….

When adults were old

And backyards were big enough,

There was power in a crawdad hole

And we made our toys

And tools and stuff.

53

Oh, early days of naïve dreams,

Of holding hands and moonlit love;



But innocence dampens in time, it seems,

And we forget what we were

Dreaming of.

Somewhere in our middle years

We search the chasms of our minds

And find those strange, latent fears,

The ramped loss of precious times.

Then, we become two groups of men

Divided by a single thought…..

54

The wise who know their ignorance

And the fools who know it not.

She



She came from another sky,

The one where dreams are kind,

Live long and happy.

She was gentle as a cloud

That wraps itself around

A mountains’ waist,

Mysterious as a thick fog

In the forest.

55

She was a lamb among wolves,

A giver among beggars,

A knightress on crusades



In faraway places of principle.

She was iron that bruised easily,

Rich honey lying waste in an old tree,

A ripe peach never harvested,

A lovers’ dream lost in the morning light.

To have known her is a permanent loss

By knowing nothing will measure

To what she could have been.

And, the knower fancies

Seeing her in a crowd,

56

A fleeting glance vanishing….

Is reminded by someones’ walk,



The tone of a voice,

A childs’ fairytale,

The bounce of someones’ hair

The posture in someones’ elegance.

And, yes, she was anti-matter

Making holes, like little vacuums,

In the galaxies of the human spirit….

Unwittingly unknowingly of her nature,

Until we, across the voids left behind,

Wait for her return.

57

Poetic Physics

Light bends,

Turns over, passing through;

And, to the eye,



Trickery plays the human mind.

From where the eye

Sees its’ life

The light is bent

Back upon itself.

Until all seen

Is not as it seems.

All thoughts are in reverse.

When looking in

We are looking out.

58

Only from what has passed

Do we see what will pass.



We ask the gods

For gifts of life

When life is the gift

For all we need.

To go forward

Is to walk upon

What has already been.

To reach back

Makes us the future.

To consider a god

Means our path

Is furthest from a god

Or we need not consider.

59



We are light

Looking into the light.

It is light upon a shadow,

Not a shadow upon light.

And within the bend,

The turn of light,

Those dimensions form

To make the more and less of things,

Make the fore and aft of things,

Make light appear with shadows,

Deceive us to believe

One moment is separate from another.

60



Yet, light is beyond our light,

But seen as light,

A constant matrix,

Endless, timelessly now;

And we dream with light,

Bath in it endlessly,

Look upon it

With our own light.

Yet, it is in the infinite circle

Falling within itself

While expanding

From within itself.



61

All things are and are not,

In the same moment,

In the same space,

As the light of darkness

Becomes the darkness of light

And all motion

Is held motionless.

All that is asked for

Is lain before us.

All that alludes us

Stands before us.

Alas, within the pinpoint



Of a finger lies all the human comfort,

As a candle in the darkness.

62

Luck Wishing

When upon a star we wish

And the star burns away;

When a horse-shoe hangs

Above the door

And comes up missing

One gloomy day;

When summers’ four leaf clovers

Are nowhere to be found;

When dandelions adorn the lawn

In glowing globes of hope

But rains and winds



Kicks their fuzzies down;

63

When candles won’t blow out

On our birthday cakes;

When we hang a full length mirror,

And while hanging it, it breaks.

When all those things of fortune

Fail to go our way,

We find a wishbone

Deep within ourselves

And with resolution, not wishes,

We make our day.



64

When True Birds Fly

As a bird in flight,

Much is lost along the way….

A feather here and there,

A moment in each day.

When we could have been

Or could have done….

When we may have lost

But could have won.



The dare is in the flight.

The worth is in the dare.

And, the measure of our moment

Is afloat upon the air

65

Of purpose and consequence,

Held in the breath of time,

Focused upon the goal,

A sight within the mind.

Winged by envisionments

Beyond the fragile limb

We grip in fear



Of what will be

Or might have been.

These are the moments,

Full of uncertainty,

When true birds fly.

66

The Gaming Field

Could it be…a nebula begets its’ scheme

With light and sound and force,

Conceiving from its’ womb and beam

The random rays of life….



Each a fetus, long intense,

Each vain upon its’ quest,

Dire and immense

Upon the gaming field?

And the field has no lines,

No boundaries to its’ play

Except those defines

By consequence of interplay.

67

No time has entered in,

No measures of events,

No beginning and no end

Upon the gaming field.

Yet, the fetus grooms



Itself into we, the creatures,

And here the sorting looms

As inventions of means and worth….

Each life a sacrifice,

Surviving through each play

By the penalty of price

Upon the gaming field.

68

No losers, no winners,

No coaches or judges,

No saints or sinners

Except by our invention.



Just moments and space

To fill each day

By our own evil or grace

Upon the gaming field.

69

Wind Song

It flutes through canyons,

Crevices, hollows of earth,



Impersonal, painful tones

Of resonant velocity.

It clarinets across timbers

Of pine and oak,

Reeding over seas of sage,

Reeking tones of complexity.

It collides upon itself

As a loose-based beat

Upon the diaphragm of sky,

Preluded by shafts of fire.

70

It becomes a fainting symphony



Calm upon the meadow

Building its’ barometrics,

Readying for that perfect masterpiece.

Lebanon

Lie face down, Gibran!

Do not awaken from your dream

Of sweet, sweet Lebanon.

The children die by day,

As in your melancholy prophecy

Of religions’ hypocrisy.

Our difference is a breath

In the strange division

Of life and death.

71



So, I join your mind

With thoughts obsessed

That men will decline

The religions of the past

That fuel their savagery

Of faction, race and caste.

Lie face down, Gibran!

Do not awaken from your dream

Of sweet, sweet Lebanon.



72

Leaf

Glorious sliver of chemistry!

You’ve lived your cycle through,

Now dying gold in tapestry

And aura of autumn hue.

Glorious sliver of harborage,

The incense of magic moods.

You’ve lived a seasons’ age

And roofed the feathered broods.

Great child of earth!

Raised from terrainian depth

You give the mineral birth



To feed our life and breath.
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Now back to dust in autumn

You’ve coursed your mission well.

And how you’ve faired the summer sun

The loam-based mushrooms tell.

Easy

If you want to succeed

At anything easy

Just try your hand at poetry.

In my youth I aspired



To be a ‘starving poet’

And succeeded most expeditiously.
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Close and Personal

Hunger is only hours away.

It is in search of you.

It never stops.

Your flesh is its’ hunger.

Hunger is always awake

And awakens you

To its’ imminent power

And makes you wonder

How insignificant



Your frivolity

With all frivolity

And all priority.
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Hunger hurts.

It loves pain,

Removes flesh,

Eats vitality.

Hunger is unlife.

Nothing living

Can live with it.

It is honest and bold.



Hunger has no preference.

It will thrive on kings

Or paupers,

Young and old.
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Hunger is a parasite.

It will feed

Relentless, with no mercy

And destroy its’ host.

Only the hungry

Know hunger.

It hunts, relentlessly,



For those unhungry..

Those who may need it most..

Yet, the most ignored

Are those of the fields,

Those who fill our plates

With the toil of each day.
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Autumn Sunday Morning

Colors glisten crisp in autumn morns

When the sun breaks the crest,

Flashing rays like a broken day

Upon a flooded lowland planet.



Brown, yellow, golden leaves

Gather in their earthened rest

At fences, corners, breaks and such,

Then toss about in winds hinting chill.

Quiet, darkened pools pose in poise
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For the lacing of tender leafings,

Buoyant clippers in the breeze,

Forming multicolored aquadic tapestry.

A ration of cloudless days display

The bluest skies, starlit night reliefings

Focused crisp upon the universe



As reflections of leaf-laid pools of earth.

Questionable Transitions

I watch the children

And the grown ones

Fresh from the nest.
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It was only yesterday

I believed so wholeheartedly

In our frivolity.

A knight I was,

Injustice the dragon,

A perfect world was my sword.



I swung at phantoms,

Generalities,

With a dull blade.

Now I’ve left my childhood.

Did my gallantry die

Or is the dragon gone?
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When

When do dreams make us only dreaners

When do we change

Lifes’ adventures into indentures?

When do hopes male us sleepers?



When do smile and affirmations

Become idle cantations?

When does faith

Make us fools?

When does the word of the wise

Become our demise?
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When does the war of equity

Become inequity?

When does the pursuit

Of social perfection

Become an infection?



At what point does government

Become our impoverishment?

When does becoming safe

Become dangerous?

At what point does ‘democracy’

Become ‘Anarchy’?

When is balance worth the find

And where would be the line?
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The species us ready

Yet not with those lines

That gives each little soul

The light that defines



What is its’ own dignity,

Its’ liberated, universal  thought

That makes the jell of harmany7

A Druid or Our Age

The old druid stands

Among the thick pine glade

Listening to the chorused rush

Of a wind-blown serenade.
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And the tail of timeless timbers

Sway to the force and rhythm



Shattering sprays of light

As a flashing prism……

On the sheltered underland.

The underland of thick fern,

Green and clean and neat,

Weaved as a random tweed

Beneath his crannied feet.

Faint rivulets of rain

Diffuse about the air,

Splintered in the mesh of pine,

Settling his long and graying hair.

Quenching his pale, deep-set face.
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The face of the ages,



Of the Gaelic, the grand.

The face of the wisdoms

Handed down by man,

The face lifts upward,

Directing the eye within,

The face etched with memories

Of long forgotten men…..

Long forgotten glories.

And these were not of sword

Or the horrors of bigotry.

They were of sanctities

Long lost in history.

The old mind holds
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The mysteries of his race….

A race who lived a spirit

Beyond the common place….

Whose ordered natural harmonies

Left no room for human strife…..

No room for indignity.

The old mind recalls

Evening fire-light

Where all gathered equally,

Ruler and commoner alike.

And each was born in praise and worth

And knew the ancient heritage

That led them to their birth…..

The legends of their shield.
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His ethereal mind races

Across the motherland.

Over vast plains and lakes

And what seems endless forests stand…

Over soft wools of clouds

And rugged mountain peaks,

Across expanses of open sea

And glazed arctic sheets,

A mind of panoramic vision.

And, the mother earth opens

The portals of its’ soul,

Those centers of its’ power,

Between the pole to pole.
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Spiraling rainbows arc its’ globe

And weave among the mist….

A suspended, brilliant tapestry

Beneath the mortal cyst…..

Beneath the flesh of earth.

The old druid stands,

Again, among the glade,

Feeling the weight of his body

And the chilling evening shade.

The Mother-soul consoles

His melancholy mind

With knowledge of this Age



That will soon be left behind.

Yet the druid will soon prevail!
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The Prairie Flower

A flower dots the prairie,

A spot of blue, a sky drop

Held by the long-necked stem

Of a sweet earth-dweller

Shouting a quiet joy,

humming those gentle melodies

whispered by the floral faeries.

It rocks in the wind,

Sedate in ageless loam,

In mind-rambling thoughts



Beyond itself, attuned to those mysteries

That bind it to the father sun…..

To those humble stones of earth
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And the passions of galactic chemistries.

And, the summer is warm

As the bee rests upon the bloom,

Clouds pass with mists of rain

And sunsets cast auras of orang3 and violet…

Until the solitary blossom serenades

The prairie meadows, even in the night-sky….

Not forgotten nor will it forget.

Preparing for the Seasons

Frost has come.



The flowers begin to die

And the joy of my days
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Through the spring and summer

Is now gone.

Yet, it is for me to reap

The seeds of those fine days

As I gather the fruits of blossoms

In jars and canisters

For the winters’ keep.

I keep then dry and cool

And watch the silent sleep

Of seeds while the winter

Takes its’ harsh course.



Then take my tool

To the soft soil of early spring

And cast the seeds of yesterday
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Upon the expectations of tomorrow.

I await the blooms that will come,

The anticipation of what they may bring.

This is the task of my days,

Just as all things that live

Are the seeds of tomorrow

By the manner of their ways.

And, all our seasons are so,

Sowing and reaping as we go.



Not knowing what may come

Of what we missed or what we done.
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Tapestry

Affect looms

Across this tapestry,

Weaving lace

Of commonplace,

Subtle in complexity.

Purging debts, long accrued,

By tight effects

Upon each inter-thread.,

‘til complete the course repeats,

ornate the cosmic spread.



From form to race

To stationed birth

Karma plays its’ part…
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Weaving figurines

Of deities

Into a living art.

With paradox

And consistency

The weaver works its’ loom

In rhythm strokes

Of interplay,



Of gaiety or doom.

To each who lives,

Know the weavers’ task

Is to repair and mend
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While weaving onward,

With golden threads of life,

Then give it back agin’.

To those who live it well,

In these multi-colored realms,

These stark inter-strands,



Simply make it your soulful cause,

Self-made, worthwhile,

And you are the weavers’ hands.
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How Long?

Have you seen the valley

In the early morning

When river mist lingers low?

Have you heard the valley birds

Awaken to their early songs



Or seen the downing glow

Upon the lush greenery,

The moist stone cliffs

An meadows of grass?

Have you heard the valleys’

Rush of waterfalls

Or lumbering hush

of a Blue Herons’ pass?
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Have you wondered then

At what pace the loss

And how long the scene

And voice will last?



It is in the balance,

In the devotion of the cause

Of what we can truly endure

And what must be done.

It is not in one thing versus another;

Rather, in the course of need and want,

The course of going beyond powers

Into what is right for each brother
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The Mother will endure and provide

In sincere matters of life and course.

Dubious Calculations

By the means of calculations

I measured the human population



And how each one affects the scene

And how long it takes to redeem

The damage of the humans’ path,

The innate wake of its’ aftermath.
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By these deductions it appears

We’ve been amiss a few million years

And the planet earth can stay on cue

With the human count of only two.

Endless Spring

When Spring has come



Like a new child

Upon the sleeping Mother Earth,

Life is spurned

In its’ rocky veins

To freshened blades of green.
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And, vanity, wholesome pride,

Blooms in fruited pollened ways

That proclaim it’s carbon worth.

Chance the songs about the air,

The chorused calls of geese

Columned across the skyward scene!

And earthworms dream

In the dew-honeyed grass



With sightless forms o mind.

All awakens in expectations,

Full of purpose and sole design,

Ordered in timeless heritage.
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The prey and predator,

Slain in slayer….

Each one in its’ time

As if to stay too long

Is natures’ form

Of mystic sacrilege.

No courtesies befall the ourse



In the rise and fall of things.

No apologies are extended

In the life and death of things.

No ‘thank you’s, no pardons

Or please or gratitudes,

No measure in the manner

In what is crass or crude.
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The pangs of hunger

Are preludes of eath…

The maggots’ sensual cue.

The contented bug

Or solaced beasts



Means anothers’ life is through;

And the blood of man

Eventuates the spark

Fainting with each round,

Yearning to be spilled

By whatever fate

Upon the waiting ground.
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And to us the truth

Is whispered, self-evident,

Weaved into each thought,

That gain or loss



And all consequence

Cannot be traded or bought.

Each finite thread

That weaves a moment

Is labored to its’ end

By what, within and without,

Each is and was and has been.

Wishfully, as in fantasy,

Inventions come to be

Where man may excuse himself

From his infamy;
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As though we believes

Some exception lies for us



Amid the force of things

That waivers, barters, bends

His destiny,

Negotiates the karmic course

Like some private deal

Not meant for slime or bugs,

Trees or flowers of the field

Or all forms of life.

Such vain sense of worth!

It divides him from all life,

And as certain as tomorrow,

Is the essence of this strife.
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the spring rains

Bathe our solitude

And cleans our view of life…..

Rendering to mere platitude

The words of yesterday.

Alas, we diminish

Into an equal light,

Furbished by restitution

And fired by the might

Of enlightened resolution.

A single leaf

On some distant tree



Soon flutters to the ground
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And it whispers wisdoms

In a soundless sound.

We hear it all

In the sea of life,

In the wisps of air.

In the crackle of its texture

It brings all truths to bare;

And we know

Every truth

Lies in everything



And it becomes a single thought

Alive with an endless spring.
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